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About This Game

Rexaura is a modification for Valve's Portal featuring a single-player campaign through an alternate world of Aperture Science.
It contains 20 new chambers centered around high energy pellets. Players familiar with Portal and Portal 2 will once again be
put to the test because Rexaura introduces a wide array of new testing elements that will force you to sharpen how you think

with portals.

Rexaura is designed for those who have completed Portal. The puzzles are intended to be challenging to solve but easy to
execute once you know the solution.
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Title: Rexaura
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Benjamin Bryant
Publisher:
Benjamin Bryant
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 (32/64-bit)/Vista/XP

Processor: 1.7 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 8.1 level Graphics Card (Requires support for SSE)

DirectX: Version 8.1

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard, Internet Connection

English,Italian,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,German,Swedish,Ukrainian
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A dark twist on the portal story. Great mod! If you liked Portal, I really recommend that you play it as well. It is mainly focused
on energy balls. The puzzles are quite smart. The difficulty ramps up but it only makes you happier once you solve the chambers
:).. Great!
10/10. Really cool mod. Great new soundtrack, nice but simple story, very creative and well made new puzzle elements, and
rediculously challenging puzzles.

Well done Mevious.. Amazing Portal 1 Mod , much harder than the Portal 2 chambers ;) But i like that

 9/10 :D

. Rexaura is a game I didn't even know that I wanted. While it does repeat some elements more than others and introduces
elements that are not used as much, and there is not that much different from regular Portal 2 in terms of mechanisms, the
problem solving in the game is very exciting, truly living to its reputation of being challenging. However, the first 12 levels
aren't as hard as the description lets on in my opinion, but from that point after critically thinking and logical deduction will be
your only friend as you navigate through those levels, as well as astute perception. This game does represent as a whole what the
puzzle-strategy genre should strive to be, considering that those who enter that genre are inherently looking for games as
Rexaura. if you enjoyed Portal and Portal 2, but their lack of challenge felt incomplete, Rexaura, as it was for me, is the game
you need, if you are willing to put the critical thinking, logicial deduction, quick perception, and time into it. GET REXAURA
YOU WILL NOT REGRET IT tho, but prepare to be jumping through portals and experimenting with concepts and ideas
before creating a coherent solution tho. Kudos to Mevious.. Rexaura is a mediocre Portal mod that is extremely repetitive,
lifeless, and brings nothing interesting to the table. There's just no freedom or any kind of creativity to moving around the
levels, not to mention the puzzles themselves focus WAY too much on the same gimmick and setup, making each and every
chamber a bore and tedious to complete. In addition the characters that you interact with all throughout are just lifeless cutouts
of Glados, and they're way too mean-spirited. Not to say that Glados wasn't mean too, but these characters aren't even clever
about it, and they try so, so hard to make a joke that it's truly cringe-worthy. "All of this waiting is making me want to kill
something." - Where is the joke in that? Making a character blatantly talk about wanting to kill something is not comedy, let
alone any form of clever writing.

Rexaura is also built off of Portal 1 instead of Portal 2, which means it lacks the improved controls + better physics and plays
clunkier than most other mods. You won't be missing anything if you decide to skip out on this. Aside from a pathetic cube
holster that's supposed to redirect energy pellets and pointless purple energy podiums that get in the way of energy pellets and
are placed in obnoxious quantity everywhere (both of which can very easily be replicated with angled panels anyway), this game
does not have any unique qualities to bring.. It's good, I'll say that, but god dang, it's hard. It adds alot of new mechanics, like a
energy pellet that can't touch walls or it explodes, but it gets waaaaay to hard too early into the game. otherwise, it's preety good.
If you like Portal, then I reccomend it.. Rexaura is completely successful in its stated goal of creating a more challenging Portal
while avoiding the cheap tactic of requiring precision timing that some other mods used. It also features the synthesized voices
of GLaDOS and an orginal core giving instructions and promises of a surprise waiting for you, as well as sarcasm and
backhanded compliments, in true Portal style. I didn't much care for the ending, but that's a minor complaint, especiallly in a
free game. If you enjoyed Portal and want some more advanced chambers, look no further.
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Excelent mode. Amazing puzzles. I recommend it.. The puzzles are hard...at first.. Anything you want from portal but more
challenging.
. Its good but there is a massive jump in difficulty between Portal and Rexaura. I"ve never been able to finish the game. If you
like very hard puzzles, this one's for you.... 10/10 best mod ever.. This mod is amazing. From the custom Glados lines to the
tests and the secrets. This adds so many things that I would have never thought of. I highly reccomend this mod for people who
are new to Portal.. Provides the challenge Portal needed.. Typical Mevious Puzzels, where you actually have to think, then act.
Everyone, who thinks Portal is too easy, is in for a treat!. This may be a mod for Portal, but it's a standalone game, with an
entire campaign with 19 well-designed chambers. It's a little harder than Portal, so it'll take longer to beat it. The difficulty is
never frustrating, although it won't hold your hand. Like the description says, the puzzles main focus is using high-energy pellets
in a number of ways, some of them not present in Portal. There's also 3 hidden cakes to find, which unlock 2 advanced
chambers and 4 bonus levels, totaling 25 puzzles. Speaking of cakes, the game also has lots of jokes, reminding you of
GLaDOS. So, if you own and completed Portal, i recommend you to at least try Rexaura. Despite using the Source engine and
Portal mechanics, it's its own beast.
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